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Aims of this experiment sheet:

• Practicing setting out a scientific experiment.

• Practicing taking careful measurements.

• Practicing following experimental instructions.

• Practicing converting units to the required unit.

• Practicing key maths skills for science.

• Practicing evaluating scientific experiments.
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Method:

1 Finding The Radius of Earth

1.1 Finding The Circumference of Earth

1. Place a shadow stick in the ground (at least 30cm long).

2. Note the length of the shadow stick.

3. Ask a friend that lives at least 50km away to do the same thing, at exactly the
same time.

4. Use the internet to find the direct distance between your house and your friends
house in kilometres (remember to reference the site you used) and call this
distance d.

5. Measure the length of the shadow cast.

6. Use the formula, Angle = tan−1

(
shadow stick length

shadow length

)
to find the angle of the

shadow.

7. Calculate the difference in shadow angles between your shadow and your friends
shadow.

8. Use the formula
360

angle
× d to calculate an estimate for the circumference of the

Earth.

9. Be careful with your units, we’ll stick to kilometres here, this is really important
to keep in mind for the next parts.

1.2 Finding The Radius of Earth

1. The circumference of a circle is given by the equation

C = 2πr

Hence,

r =
C

2π

Hence,

2. Use this formula to find your value for the radius.
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2 Finding The Lower Bound Of Earth’s Density

1. Collect at least 6 small rocks, different types if you can.

2. Using a scale, measure the mass of each rock in kg.

3. Using a displacement can, calculate the volume of each rock.

4. Your measurements will most likely be in millilitres for small rocks. Note our
distance measurements are in km, so our density needs to be in kg/km3.

5. To convert litres to km3, which are the units we need our volume in, we
write ×10−15 after our measurement in millilitres. For example, 230ml =
230×10−15km3.

6. Make a table of results showing the mass and volume of each rock.

7. Use the formula density =
mass
volume

to calculate the density of each rock. Plot
these results in a new column in the same table.

8. Find the mean (average) density of the rocks (add up all the densities, then
divide by how many rocks you have).

9. Call this number ρ.

3 Finding The Lower Bound Of Earth’s Mass

1. The volume of a sphere is given by the equation V = 4
3
πr3.

2. Use your value for the radius to calculate the volume.

3. We also know that density =
mass
volume

or ρ =
m

V
. We shall make m the subject

of this. So,
m = ρV

4. So the lower bound for the mass of the earth is the mean density of surface
rock, multiplied by the volume of the earth.

4 Evaluation Questions to Consider

1. Why is it a lower bound?

2. What were some inaccuracies in the experiment, how would they affect your
result? Make it too big, too small, or impossible to tell?

3. What improvements could be made to the experiment in order to make it more
accurate?

4. Should you repeat the experiment at a later date?
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5. What is the true mass of the earth?

6. What is the difference between your value and the true value?

7. What is the percentage error in your calculation?
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